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Pets are part of our family—they’re our friends, confidants and 
companions. They bring us true devotion and unconditional 
love. That’s why, for many, the death of a beloved pet brings 
with it the full range of emotions that would accompany the 
passing of any family member.

At Paws & Remember®, we understand how important it is 
to honor the enduring contributions pets make to our lives. 
By offering you choices for remembering your pet, Paws & 
Remember® can help you cope with your loss and celebrate 
your pet in an appropriate and meaningful way.

Since 1997, Paws & Remember® has been providing a full 
range of products and services to preserve the memories of 
pets of every description. Our high-quality personalized 
urns, keepsakes and memorial products will help you and 
your family express your feelings, pay tribute and celebrate 
your pet’s life.
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**Contemporary Urn
Pewter and brass

PR55

**Cat Figurine Urn
Resin

5.2"x8.5"x4.6"
PR50

**Classic Urn
Pewter and brass

PR56

Ebony Urn
Black cast alloy

Engraving on top
PR57

URNS & FRAMES

**Blue Slate Classic Urn
Blue/Gold

PR52

Exotic Urn
Holds small portion of

 cremated remains
Pewter/Brass, Approx. 3" tall

PR58

Heart Memento Urn
Holds small portion of

 cremated remains
2.9" X 2.7" 

PR59

Purple Glass Urn
Karine Bouchard Series

PR132

Teal Glass Urn 
Karine Bouchard Series

PR130

**Cloisonné Urn
Brown/Gold

PR53

**Silver Rose Urn
Hand-painted finish, brass

PR54

**Camouflage Urn
Resin
PR51

**Engraving available on nameplate

PAWS & REMEMBER 
ALA CARTÉ
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*Engravable

*Vertical Photo Urn
PR88

*Paw Print Memory Box
Hand-finished wood frame to display 
pet’s paw print impression and photo.  

12” x 9” x 8”
PR13

*Horizontal Photo Urn
PR89

*Friendship Wood Urn
Mahogany Finish

PR97

*Companion Urn
Oak Finish

PR23

*Woodspun Mahogany Urn
Mahogany Finish
Engraving on top

PR2
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*Standard Wood Urn
Natural
PRSU

*Deluxe Wood Urn
Stained
PRDSU

*Engravable

Preserve a Memory 
Solid wood with pet's paw print impression

PR12

*Camel Shell Frame
PR16

Silver Paw Print Frame 
PR14
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*Standard Wood Urn
Natural
PRSU

OUTDOOR URNS & PRODUCTS

KEEPSAKES

*Garden Rock Urn
PR20

*Granite Marker
Does not hold cremated remains

6” x 10”x 1 1/2”
PR37

*Deluxe Wind Chimes
Does not hold 

cremated remains
PR99

*Paw Print Stepping Stone Urn
PR36

Paw Print Ornament
PP ORN

Paw Print Keepsake
Capture your pet’s paw print

Approx: 4" or 6 ½" in diameter
PR817

*Crystal Keepsake
PR72

*Glass Oval Ornament
PR127

*Engravable
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JEWELRY

Rhodium Heart Necklace
Holds cremated remains

0.75” x 0.75”
PR113

Silver Heart Necklace
Holds cremated remains

0.75” x 0.75”
PR115

Silver Paw Print Necklace
Holds cremated remains

0.75” x 0.75”
PR114

*Dog Tag Necklace
24” Chain

Does not hold remains
1.5” x 1”
PR112

Pebble Silver Necklace
Holds cremated remains

0.75" x 0.625"
PR107

Rectangle Silver Necklace
Holds cremated remains

1.25” x 0.625”
PR108

Heart Keepsake Charm
Holds cremated remains

0.5” x 0.5”
PR110

*Engravable

Radiant Memory Pendant
Available in Aqua, Pink, Orange-Gold and Blue

Individually created glass pendant infused with a small 
portion of your pet's cremated remains in the glass.

PR111

Forever Memory Beads
Available in Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, 

Blue, Purple, Pink, Aqua, Black and Gray.
Other colors available upon request. 

Individually created glass bead infused with a small 
portion of your pet's cremated remains.

PR119

Pewter Keychain
Holds cremated remains

PR117
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JEWELRY

*Dog Tag Necklace
24” Chain

Does not hold remains
1.5” x 1”
PR112

Pebble Silver Necklace
Holds cremated remains

0.75" x 0.625"
PR107
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The Stages of Grief
While each person grieves in their own way, many people experience common stages of 
grief when they lose a loved one.  Natural parts of the grieving process include:

Denial
Accepting the death of a friend is one of the most difficult things a person must do.  
That’s why we may deny the death at first, and tell ourselves it can’t be true.

Anger
As the reality of death settles in, anger often comes next.  Before accepting our loss, 
we may direct our anger at those around us – friends, family members, caregivers and 
others.  It’s not uncommon for people dealing with such feelings to say or do things 
they don’t mean.

Others may experience anger by turning inward.  We may feel that there was more we 
could have done to help our loved one, and become overwhelmed with feelings of guilt.  
This is most often untrue, and in the end serves only to make it more difficult for us to 
cope with our loss.

Sadness

Sadness is frequently the longest part of the grieving process – the stage in which we feel 
emptiness in the face of life without our friend.  For some, the mourning that accom-
panies this stage can become depression that affects all aspects of life.

Sadness is often addressed best through the love and support of those around us, and 
by working through our grief rather than locking it away.  Counseling can also aid in 
moving from dwelling on our sorrow to resolving it.

Acceptance

The final stage of grieving allows us to continue on with our lives.  While we wish our 
loved one was still with us, we accept their death.  At the same time, we can now look 
back fondly on our experiences with our friend, remembering the good times and the 
pleasure of our pet’s company.
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It 's  OK 
to miss them®
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